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FADE IN:

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

We see the dad from "HOT DAD" at the front of the room in a

fireman’s uniform. He looks hot. The kids are seated in

front of him. MARY-LOUISE is nearby.

HOT DAD

...but being a fireman can also be

very scary. Does anyone know how

hot the flames can get?

We hear the kids start guessing temperatures.

Cut to: Mary-Louise

MARY-LOUISE

(Whispering sexually)

So. Hot.

Cut back to Hot Dad

HOT DAD

Oooo, so close! The flames can

actually reach up to 300 degrees

fahrenheit!

We hear the kids’ exclamations

HOT DAD (CONT’D)

But lucky for me, I have this HUGE

hose to extinguish the flames and

keep me safe.

Cut to: Mary-Louise. She is trying to control herself.

HOT DAD (CONT’D)

Now, who wants to hold my huge

hose?

The kids start to say "me, me, me!"

Cut to: Mary-Louise. She raises her hand timidly and then

slaps it down immediately with her other hand.

MARY-LOUISE

(Whispering)

No. Not now. Not here.

Her jaw is wide open. She has to cover her mouth with her

hand.

(CONTINUED)



2.

Cut back to Hot Dad.

HOT DAD

Yeah, look how long it is! This is

one long hose.

Cut to: Mary-Louise. Both hands are on her desk. She’s using

it for support. Her body is weak.

Cut back to: Hot Dad. He has been oblivious to her this

whole time.

HOT DAD (CONT’D)

Hey, Ms. Bennigan! Come over here

and get in on the action. How long

do you think my hose is?

She starts giggling, is bashful.

MARY-LOUISE

YOU HAVE TO LEAVE NOW.

Cut to: Children, surprised and confused.

Cut to: Hot Dad, surprised and confused.

Cut to: Other parents, confused and weirded out.

Cut to: Mary-Louise, panting, crazy eyes.

BLACKOUT.


